
Specifications 
DESCRIPTION Static cling film

COLOUR Clear

THICKNESS 165µ 

WEIGHT N/A

ADHESIVE N/A

RELEASE PAPER Paper

TEMPERATURE RANGE - 30°C up to + 70°C

DURABILITY (UNPRINTED) N/A

FLAME RETARDANCY N/A

SHELF LIFE 3 months, 20°C / 50% humidity

RECOMMENDATION For optimum quality, please ensure that the media feed adjustment has been 
completed for this material 
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The Environmentally friendly and skin tolerant static cling film IP 2908 is a printable inkjet PVC film, that sticks / clings to smooth gloss surfaces 
such as glass, smooth plastic and glossy metal surfaces. This material sticks to these surfaces without any adhesive and can be removed without 
leaving any residue behind. The environment friendly IP 2908 is manufactured to EU directive 2005/84/CE standards. IP static cling film is ideal 
for a variety of graphics, craft and decorative applications such as signs, decals, window graphics, door covering, protective covering and much 
more. We do not recommend to contour cut the graphics before 72 hours after printing. Never apply the printed graphic in a way that the ink is 
in direct contact with the window. This can cause transfer of ink onto the glass. Laminate: N/A

IP 2908 is a phthalate free static cling film. This Environmentally friendly and skin tolerant static cling film has been 
formulated to adhere to surfaces without the need of an adhesive and is reusable. This material has been specifically 
designed for digital printing on large-format inkjets and is suitable for printing with eco solvent and solvent inks as well as 
UV-cured inks.
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